
(Translation)

Notice of Grounds for Rejection (Office Action)

Mailing Date: November 25, 2003

Re: Patent Application No. P2000-3 17728

Examiner: Tetsu SAITO
Date ofAction: November 20, 2003
Applied Article: Section 29 subsection 2, Section 36 and Section 37

The present application should be rejected for the following grounds. If the applicant

wants to argue against the rejection, an argument shall be filed within 60 days after the mailing

date of this notice, i. e. by January 24, 2004.

GROUNDS

1. The invention as defined in the following claim of the present application shall not be

patented under the provision of Japanese Patent Law, Section 29 subsection 2, because they

could have been easily made, prior to the filing of the application, by a person skilled in the art,

on the basis of the inventions described in the following publication distributed in this or other

country or made available to the public through electric communication networks prior to the

filing of the application.

Detailed Comments (for citations, see the LIST OF CITATIONS below)

Regarding Claims 1-3

Citations 1-3

Comments
In Citation 1 listed below, there is disclosed as a technique pertaining to a UPGC that

can be defined by a user in addition to an original PGC on a DVD-RAM. It is considered this

citation discloses a technique similar to the invention of claims 2 and 3 in that, according to the

disclosure of the citation, the PGCs are recorded separately and editing is permitted using, as

management units, "Cells" smaller than "VOBUs" (corresponding to "tracks" in the instant

application).

Regarding claim 1, Citation 2 discloses that edited management information is recorded

in a block different from a block that stored the management information before the editing, and
paragraphs 0008 - 0011 of Citation 3 discloses that, in editing of a file, file data themselves are

recorded in a storage area different from a storage that stored the file before the editing. Apart
from Ground 2 to be discussed later, it is considered that there is no significant difference

between the citations- and the subject matter of claim 1.

List of Citations

1. Citation 1: Japanese Patent Application Laid-open Publication No. HEI-11-187354
2. Citation 2: Japanese Patent Application Laid-open Publication No. HEI-8- 185675.
3. Citation 3: Japanese Patent Application Laid-open Publication No. HEI-8-3 15551
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2. The claims in the instant applicant fail to satisfy the requirements provided in the

Japanese Patent Law, article 36, subsection 6, item 1, in the following respect.

Detailed Comments

Claim 1 states that "after editing, edited audio data themselves are stored as new track

data independent of the unedited track data", but the Detailed Description of the Invention only

discloses that a plurality of history data are stored in song management data and fails to disclose

that song data themselves are recorded, after editing, in an area different from an area that

stored the song data before the editing. Therefore, the invention of claim 1 can not be deemed
as being described in or sufficiently supported by the detailed description of the invention.

3. The instant application fails to satisfy the requirements provided in the Japanese Patent

Law, article 37 in the following respect.

Detailed Comments

The inventions of claims 1-3 are intended to provide a solution to the prior art problem
of paragraph 0006, which reads "it has been conventional to store history records of individual

editing operations so as to undo the editing later as necessary, and keeping the editing history

records would require very complicated and laborious management and impose heavy burdens
on software used". The inventions of claims 4 — 7 are intended to provide a solution to the prior

art problem of paragraph 0007, which reads "punch-in, short-time recording, editing of regions,

etc. would produce a deficient cluster among a succession clusters that is reproducible only for a

limited portion thereof. Because such a deficient cluster is reproduced only in a very short time,

preparations for reproducing the next cluster can not be appropriately made in time at the time

of reproduction of the successive clusters, which would thereby prevent stable sound data
reproduction". That is, the inventions of claims 1 — 3 and the inventions of claims 4 — 7 are

directed to distinct problems and distinct inventive features, and therefore the instant invention

can not be deemed as satisfying the Japanese Patent Law, article 37.

Because of the incompliance with the provision of article 37, the other claims than
claims 1 — 3 have not been sufficiently examined for the other requirements than that of article

37. However, at this stage, the following two prior art documents can be listed as pertinent

documents, and the applicant is asked to refer to the listed documents in taking subsequent
actions, such as filing of a divisional application.

Whenever any new ground for rejection is found, a further Office Action informing the

new ground for rejection is issued.

Record of Investigation Result of Prior Art References

Technical Field Investigated: IPC 7th Edition GllB 20/10

27/00 -



Prior Art References:

Citation 1: Japanese Pat. Application Laid-Open No. HEI 10-172268
Citation 2: Japanese Pat. Application Laid-Open No. 2000-78519

Note that this Record of Investigation Result of Prior Art References in no way
constitutes grounds of rejection.
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